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3 Examples of Normal Subgroups

Find an example of K 6 H 6 G such that K P H and H P G but K 6P G.

SOLUTION If G = D8 = 〈a, b〉, then H = 〈a2, b〉 P G since |G : H| = 2 and K = 〈b〉 P H
since |H : K| = 2, but K 6P G since aba−1 = a3b 6∈ 〈b〉. (There are many examples; this
is the smallest.)

EXTENSION A subgroup H 6 G is a characteristic subgroup of G if ϕ(H) = H, for all auto-
morphisms ϕ ∈ Aut(G). We write H char G. Prove that every characteristic subgroup
of G is normal. Find an example of a normal subgroup which is not characteristic.
Prove that if K charH and H charG then K charG. Prove that if K charH and H P G then
K P G. Prove that Z(G) char G. (See Sheet 2 Q6(c).)

4 Examples of Quotients

Let N P G.

(i) Prove that if G is abelian, then N and G/N are abelian.

SOLUTION Let G be an abelian group. Let x, y ∈ N. Then x, y ∈ G so xy = yx. Therefore,
N is abelian. Now let aN, bN ∈ G/N. Then (aN)(bN) = (ab)N = (ba)N = (bN)(aN)
since G is abelian. Therefore, G/N is abelian.
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Spaces Many spaces is the same as one; use \ to add extra spaces

Paragraphs Many blank lines is the same as one; these start paragraphs

Quotation Marks

� 8 single’ gives ‘single’
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� ice-cream gives ice-cream
� 9am--5pm gives 9am–5pm

Em dashes
People used to use ---, which gives—, for parenthesis and pauses,
but now people use --, which gives –
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Symbols

Inserting symbols is quick and easy.

� \pounds gives £
� \dots gives . . .
� \LaTeX gives LATEX

To find out the command for a symbol use

the Detexify app

or consult

The Comprehensive LATEX Symbol List

Tip Symbols usually gobble all spaces after them, so LATEX is fantastic! is
typeset as \LaTeX\ is fantastic!
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Formatting

Text can easily be formatted.

� \textbf{bold font} gives bold font
� \textit{italic font} gives italic font
� \texttt{teletype font} gives teletype font
� \textsc{small caps} gives small caps

Tip To emphasise the word “maths” write

\emph{maths}

which gives maths.

This is better than \textit{maths} because it separates the content from
the appearance: you can change the definition of \emph later.
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Packages

Some commands and environments require extra packages to be loaded.

For example, load the amsmath package with the following in the preamble

\usepackage{amsmath}

Tip Multiple packages can be loaded on a single line.

I advise you always load the following packages.

\usepackage{amsmath, amssymb, amsfonts, amsthm}
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Mathematics

Everything so far has been in text mode. In LATEX mathematics is typeset in
math mode, which comes in two flavours: inline and display.

Inline maths looks like this y = ax+ b which is given by $y=ax+b$.

Display maths looks like this

y = ax+ b

which is given by \[ y=ax+b \].

Use ^ for superscripts and _ for subscripts.

� $y_n=x^{10}$ gives yn = x10

Note Longer expressions must be enclosed in braces { . . .}.
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Use \sqrt to write roots.

� $\sqrt{9}=3$ gives
√
9 = 3

� \[ \sqrt[3]{9-1}=2 \] gives

3
√
9− 1 = 2

Use \frac for fractions.

� $\frac{1}{2} = \frac{2}{4}$ gives 1
2 = 2

4

� \[ \frac{1+\sqrt{5}}{2} \] gives

1 +
√
5

2

Note Spaces are ignored in math mode.
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